If you want to go far, go together

Fire Up is an in-depth, multi-week engagement consisting of several strategy sessions conducted in close partnership between your startup’s technical team and members of the Oracle for Startups cloud architect team.

Baseline architecture and beyond

From base infrastructure to add-on services, cloud architects assess the quality of your startup’s OCI environment from four core pillars.

- **Security.** Protect your systems and information assets in the cloud.
- **Resilience.** Build reliable applications by architecting resilient cloud infrastructure.
- **Performance and Cost.** Utilize infrastructure resources efficiently to optimize price performance.
- **Efficiency.** Deliver maximum business value with strong operations and monitoring.

“We don’t get this level of support and attention from AWS. We don’t have these conversations that help us find the best, most cost-efficient solutions for our startup. It’s another reason startups should consider OCI and Oracle for Startups.”

— Luis Pessoto
Cofounder, Dootax

“This type of service and partnership is incredibly valuable for a growing startup. It gives us the confidence and assurance that we are running optimally and highly performant, so we can focus our attention on the business.”

— Rodrigo Schianvini
Founder and CEO, SmartHint

Real deal deliverables

- 2-3 weeks of in-depth consultative engagement consisting of multiple comprehensive workshops (2+ hours)
- Dedicated support from 2 cloud architects
- Discovery, recommendations, next steps

At the end of the engagement, startups receive a detailed report of their current architecture, broken into categories to support go-forward planning, resource allocation and develop a plan for immediate remediation of critical gaps.

To get a sample report and learn more, email us at: oraclestartupecr_ww_grp@oracle.com
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